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ABSTRACT
Chat bots are finding increasing usage these days in applications ranging from simple automated FAQ’s to sophisticated ecommerce buying recommendations. The technology powering these bots has undergone tremendous improvements thanks to
new age sciences such as Machine Learning, AI and Natural Language Processing. Although chat bots have come quite far
in effectiveness and imitating real humans, there’s still lapses and areas where they can be improved in order to make them
much more powerful and closer to human interaction. This is the main aim of the proposed work where one such limitation
has been considered and attempt to address it by utilizing Natural Language Processing.
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1. INTRODUCTION
When it comes to the ever-evolving digital world, chatbots have gained importance and have many advantages over humans when
it comes to providing assistance. Chatbots works much faster because they are written in software and calculate responses almost
instantly also it can store a lot of information and huge knowledge base. Any amount of data can be handled thereby provides
scalability. Since it is automated there is no cost involved such as salary payment to the employee. However, while all these
advantages may hold true, the chatbots today still face many issues, some trivial and some complex. They don’t behave like
humans as much as we want them to. Various issues are existing with the chatbots like it cannot respond like humans do and will
not be able to retain customers and persuade or market services to them intelligently. In addition, chatbots match keywords and
thus don’t consider the meaning of the question being asked, which often leads to incoherent responses. In order to find the
solution for the lastly mentioned disadvantage, the proposed work has been implemented a new chatbot system.

2. OBJECTIVES
To build a normal chatbot that works by means of keyword matching between question and responses. The semantic weakness of
this chatbot has been projected, hence bringing us to the aforementioned limitation. Finally, a new chatbot has been developed
powered by NLP and harnessing semantic similarity to match responses based on meaning.

3. PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS
As opposed to keyword matching, we are going to introduce synonym formulas to perform semantic similarity matching,
Stopword removal to reduce noise in meaning matching, and reduce the load on both memory and processing of the server. Also,
we make this chatbot cross platform, and have both standalone as well as an add-on feature, so companies won’t have to migrate
from existing infrastructure and can easily upgrade their existing bot with our features. This will also cater to many different query
asking styles, since the meaning is processed and not the words themselves.

4. PROBLEM ANALYSIS
We can boil down the essence of the techniques to improve our chat bot and make it more human-like, into two major phenomena.
4.1. Understanding
Humans have fuzzy logic and can interpret queries asked differently, partially and even with grammatical errors. This is because
they don’t pay attention to each word, their order etc. but can generalize the meaning of the question asked as a whole based on its
semantic features. This is what we try to achieve using NLP in our chatbot.
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4.2. Meaning Matching: In order to give a response, even if they don’t know the exact answer, humans manage to give a
response that is almost accurate to the query being asked. This is thanks to a matching based not on word exactness, word order,
size or even grammar correctness, but due to finding a response that is most semantically similar to the generalized meaning of the
query being asked.

5. METHODOLOGY
Python, Django and SQLite have been used for the backend implementation of this project, along with Bootstrap for a responsive
frontend that accepts input. The algorithm used in this work is based on the sum of the common synonyms of each word from the
compared sentences, and then selecting the most similar sentence from this result. The data taken is a simple admissions FAQ
consisting of Question Answer pairs from the Jain university website. The detailed methodology applied is illustrated in the below
sections.
Let Stopwords = S, the no-duplicates set of english stopwords from NLTK

Eq 1: Stopwords definition
Let User query = Q, which we tokenize into a set of words, remove duplicates and call it the User Set, US.

Eq 2: Tokenization and removing duplicates
Perform Set Difference to remove stopwords from US, ie: US – S. Let the final query set be called as FS, such that FS = US – S

Eq 3: Removing Stopwords
Now FS contains words W1, W2, W3 and so on.

Eq 4: Final User Set Definition
Using Wordnet, Generate synonym set Syn1 for each word W1. Repeat for all User Words in Set FS, to get Syn sets for each
word.

Eq 5: Synonym Set Definition
Combine all Syn Sets above and create a no-duplicate set USyn containing all synonyms of all words in User query word set FS.

Eq 6: Making a Superset of Synonym Sets
Repeat Steps 2 to 8, for each Response in the database R, to get final no-duplicate sets RSyn1, RSyn2, RSyn3 and so on, for each
R.

Eq 7: Response Synonym Set definition
Lets take the first response RSyn1, and Perform Set Intersection to get number of common synonyms between USyn and RSyn1,
lets call this I1 (Intersection 1)
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Eq 8: User Synonym Set Intersection of Response Synonym Set
Repeat Steps 9 and 10, taking USyn and each of the remaining response sets RSyn2, RSyn3, RSyn4 and so on to get I2, I3, I4 and
so on. Make a list of all the I values.

Eq 9: Creating List of all Similarities
Take the highest I value from the IList containing [I1, I2, I3 and so on], which denotes the highest semantic similarity, then get the
list index of the same and finally return the Response R from Response list at that index, that gave us the highest I value.

Eq 10: Equation to calculate most similar response

6. RESULTS
Here, the final result of the proposed work is depicted with the comparisons between a normal chatbot and the proposed chatbot,
in order to note the benefits and increased effectiveness.

Fig 1: Screenshot 1

Fig 2: Screenshot 2
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Fig 3: Screenshot 3

Fig 4: Screenshot 4
7. CONCLUSION
Chatbot is a software that simulates human –like conversation with users through online via text message. Thereby it helps the
users to know more about particular website. The proposed work mainly concentrates on the meaning of the words rather than the
word itself. The Chatbot selects the most similar responses from the database and it uses semantic similarity to provide more
accurate result. The Chatbot is independent of the length of the query and caters to numerous different queries and asking styles.
As a result we the present work provides high accuracy and correctness of the response as opposed to the conventional Chatbots.
As any system the limitation of this work is the database considered for the work is static and it cannot differentiate between
Nouns, Verbs and Adjectives. Large dataset can be used in the future also can make Chatbot friendlier and empathetic and less
robotic and it is suggested to include an option in the future work to escalate queries to humans when required.
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